IN THE BLINK OF AN EYE, DARK CIRCLES and crow’s feet can creep up on us. Luckily, eye rejuvenation is wide open with options.

BY RACHEL NAUD

EYES ARE PRIME REAL ESTATE ON THE FACE. They’re a huge focal point, which an overwhelming number of us believe to be an important marker of beauty.

In fact, according to one survey conducted among 1,256 Canadian women aged 30 to 60, 70 per cent of us believe big, bright eyes and long, dark and full lashes are the main facial features that define a beautiful face.

Perhaps this is why we try our hardest to fight the forces of age that appear around the windows to our souls. Here, we break down how to achieve a flawless gaze.

What Women Want

According to The American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery (ASAPS), 10 million surgical and non-surgical procedures were performed in 2009. Of those procedures, 15 per cent were surgical, while 85 per cent were non-surgical and included the likes of injectables and IPL treatments.

Of the surgical procedures, 125,000 procedures were eyelid surgeries, presenting a $400,000 market.

In 2009, 2.5 million Botox injections were given, generally around the eyes. This is the No. 1 market in the cosmetic surgery world, accounting for $1 billion.

AS SEEN IN

THE EYES HAVE IT
**Wrinkle Warriors**

**Problems at-a-Glance**

**DARK CIRCLES**
Dark circles are often associated with aging, stress and lack of sleep. You can also blame your parents, since dark circles can be hereditary. Deep-set eyes, for example, may naturally look less prominent due to aging in early twenties.

**THE FIX:** Solutions range from over-the-counter to non-invasive treatments. Dr. Nowell Sivasothy, MD, FRPCP, a Toronto dermatologist, says a new product called Snoxin ($39, at Rexall PharmaPlus) is a cream that thickens the skin and promotes collagen growth, which in turn masks the appearance of dark circles. He also says prescription-grade retinol products like Retin-A ($50) can be used to treat wrinkles, promote collagen and thicken under-eye skin. For a more aggressive treatment, fillers like Restylane can be used to plump the valleys underneath the eye so they don’t look as dark.

**THE COST:** Prices for over-the-counter products vary. A syringe of Restylane runs about $500 to $600.

**RECOVERY:** Those who choose Restylane may experience a little bit of swelling for less than 24 hours. Dr. Solish also notes that about 10 per cent of patients bruise after a Restylane treatment.

**UNDER-EYE BAGS**
Although they’re often associated with lack of sleep, you can blame aging and gravity for additional under-eye baggage.

**THE FIX:** Dr. Solish says creams like Snoxin and Restin-A help thicken the skin and diminish the look of fine lines. However, for a more effective solution, he suggests Botox. “In addition to the area looking better, Botox is also a preventative measure because it stops the cause — muscle contraction.”

**THE COST:** About $700 to $800 for fillers; approximately $3,000 for fat injections.

**RECOVERY:** Some bruising for two to three days after fillers. For fat injections, patients need one quiet week without much activity and use of cold compresses for one day and ointment at night. Bruising and swelling should go down in about five to seven days.

**UNDER-EYE HOLLows**
Caused by a volume deficiency as well as the anatomic relationship between eye- ball and eye socket, under-eye hollows are often visible in people with a prominent globe and a weak cheekbone, says Dr. Randall Feingold, MD, FACS, associate clinical professor of plastic and reconstructive surgery at Albert Einstein College of Medicine and Hofstra Medical School in New York.

**THE FIX:** Fillers such as Restylane and Juvederm can be used to replace lost volume. However, a more successful treatment involves fat injection. Fat is taken from another area in a person’s body and injected around the eye. “Fat injection doesn’t work well around the mouth, but it’s extremely happy to be injected around the eye,” says Dr. Feingold. The best news: Fat injections are permanent, while fillers will only last four to six months.

**THE COST:** About $700 to $800 for fillers; approximately $3,000 for fat injections.

**RECOVERY:** Some bruising for two to three days after fillers. For fat injections, patients need one quiet week without much activity and use of cold compresses for one day and ointment at night. Bruising and swelling should go down in about five to seven days.

**What is Asian blepharoplasty (“double eyelid surgery”)**
Since certain Asian patients have eyelids with less of a fold in the upper eyelid, Asian blepharoplasty is a procedure that creates a more definite upper lid crease or fold, giving a slightly ocular appearance. Dr. Solomon says although there are two methods to double eyelid surgery, his preferred method involves plating sutures between the skin and the eyelid cartilage to create a fold. The cost for this surgery is about $4,000, and patients can expect a recovery time of one to two weeks.
EYE-BRIGHTENING PICKS

PERMANENT MAKEUP

Micropigmentation, or permanent makeup, is a great non-surgical, enhancing solution. The process involves instilling natural mineral pigments into the skin with a small disposable needle. This state-of-the-art procedure, often called “makeup of the future,” has been used by models, actors and entertainers. Today, average women are turning to the process to fill in their eyebrows, create permanent eyeliner or to colour their lips.

The procedure is like getting a mini-tattoo. Prior to the process, a licensed esthetician chooses a colour and shape that suits a woman’s skin tone and face shape. Topical anesthetic is applied to numb the area and minimize discomfort. Clients go home with a topical antibiotic ointment to reduce the chance of infection.

Pierre Ly, owner of Perfecting Touch in Toronto, says out of every 10 clients, seven or eight use permanent makeup to fill in their eyebrows. “People think their eyes look real,” says Ly. “Filling in brows gives them a lift without surgery. It makes women look awake and younger.”

Brigitte Billet, certified paramedical instructor with Toronto’s Aurelle’s Touch, sees tons of women with mishapen brows come through the door for corrections. “Always use a certified instructor from a reputable school,” warns Billet.

And if eyebrows frame the face, eye-liner sharpens the area. Ly recommends clients do a tiny line between the top lashes to achieve a more defined, Sharper look. “The top lifts the eye,” says Ly. “It opens up the eyes and makes them look rounder and bigger.”

The cost of permanent makeup ranges between $400 and $600, and the recovery time is about a week. Some redness can occur, but risks are minimal. But Ly warns if technicians go too deep into the skin, it can scar. Results can last up to eight years, but usually fade between three to six years. Ly notes that regular touch-ups will preserve colour longer.

NAKED EYE

Brows and lashes are integral to the eye’s overall appearance. But, sometimes, makeup — be it temporary or permanent — will not completely camouflage a lack of hair in those areas. Due to genetics, over-tweezing or a disorder called trichotillomania — a type of psychological condition that involves strong urges to pull out one’s own hair — sparse brows or lashes can be solved with transplants.

A transplant procedure works like this: a patient’s own hair is taken from the back of the head and is grafted with a small instrument that punctures either the upper lid (for eyelashes) or the brows. Four weeks after the procedure, the hair will shed but then will start to grow back in two or three months. Women can expect their lashes to grow as long as three-quarters of an inch after the procedure, and brows will look fuller and thicker.

“I think a nicely shaped brow or lash is definitely part of a beauty look, because brow and lashes both frame the eyes,” says Dr. Robert Jones, MD, hair restoration surgeon at the Dr. Robert Jones Hair Transplant Center in Oakville, Ont. “It’s hard to talk about the eyes without mentioning them. Brows and lashes, no matter how beautiful the eyes are.”

Dr. Jones says once the transplant is complete, the results last forever. However, women should also know that they’re in for a lifetime of trimming. “That’s the only downside,” he says. Another challenge with lash transplants is that they may not curl up, so women may also sign up for a lifetime of curling lashes in addition to trimming. And with brows, people may have to use a bit of hair gel to hold the hairs in place they don’t point perfectly in the same direction. But, explains Dr. Jones, “if done properly — and looked after properly — it looks natural.”

An eyelash transplant will run you about $9,500, while brows are about $4,000. Risks are minimal, since a metal cap shaped like a human contact lens is placed over the entire eyelash to protect the globe of the eye during the procedure. Dr. Jones also notes that some women may see small scars or crusts after the procedure for a week or so, as well as some minor swelling and bruising around the eye.

TIPS FROM THE EXPERTS

Makeup is an easy, painless and inexpensive way to make eyes appear lighter, brighter and more beautiful — you just have to know what products to pick. And the trick to remember, says Toronto-based Paul Venoit, makeup artist to stars such as Claudia Schiffer and Kate Moss and part of the style team on the hit show Look-A-Like, is to go light.

For instance, Venoit says to perk up tired eyes, you want to reflect light into the area. “Applying a light-reflecting concealer around the eye area, in the most recessed part of the face, is great for brightening up eyes.”

If dark under-eye bags are the problem, Venoit suggests applying a highlighter or eye brightener between the corner tear duct and along the lower eye cavity to the outer corner of the eye and blending it into the top of the cheekbone. For an even brighter look, try using the highlighter underneath the arch of the brow to brighten the whole eye area.

When it comes to eye shadow colour, keep it simple rule still applies. Venoit says shades of silver and light gold are great for women with cool undertones while silver, white and pale blue work well with olive-toned skin. When it comes to eyeliners, Venoit recommends pale yellow or blue on the inner rim of the eye (wet part of the eye) to make eyes stand out. And, lastly, if you want to disguise drooping eyelids, stay away from heavy makeup. “It will make the eye look heavier,” says Venoit. “But a light-reflecting product around the eye will make the eye pop.”

For those women who don’t want to fuss with a daily makeup regime but aren’t ready for permanent procedures, there are also semi-permanent solutions. Eyebrow and eyelash tinting, a hair-colour-like service lasting three to four weeks and costing about $50, is one example.

“It’s used to majorly enhance looks,” says Tinku Parmar, owner of Tranquility Day Spa in Vancouver. “It can be used to hide the grey in brows, and it saves women time when getting ready. It gives the eye area a more pronounced look and brightens up their features.” Parmar adds that although most women opt for brows and blacks, blue-tint is also an option for eyelashes.

According to Parmar, tinting is completely safe and precautions are taken to ensure the dye doesn’t touch and discolor the skin underneath. “There are no precautions to take afterward,” she says. “If someone spends a lot of time in a pool, sometimes it can wear off earlier. But usually it lasts very well.”

At the spa

Sephora

Sephora Eyelash Curler $14, sephora.com

Sephora Micro Shaping Brush $12, at drugstores

Tweezerman Mini Brow Powder Brush $12, at drugstores

Sahara Eyelash Curler $14, sahara.com

Tweezerman Brow Shaping Serum $36, at drugstores, tweezerman.com

Shokodo Eyelash Curler $55, at department stores

Tweezerman After Tweeze Soothing Cream $18, at drugstores

Tweezerman Brow Powder Brush $12, at drugstores

PERFECTLY PERFECTING TOUCH

Paul Venoit’s Micro Pigmentation and Permanent Makeup seminar will be held on Sunday, December 6. For more information, visit www.tweezerman.com or call 416-664-7993.

FILLING IN EYEBROWS GIVES THEM A LIFT WITHOUT SURGERY. IT MAKES WOMEN LOOK MORE AWAKE AND YOUNGER.
**EYE-BRIGHTENING PICKS**

**Damage Reversal**

**SkinCeuticals Eye Balm**  
Phytochemicals work to correct collagen breakdown, plus a unique type of seaweed strengthens connective tissue with elastin. $85, skinceuticals.com

**B. Kamins Therapeutic Eye Cream**  
Vitamin K speeds up healing after surgical procedures and injections to quickly counter dark circles and bruising that might give you away. $110, at Sephora and Murale

**Dermalogica Age Reversal Eye Complex**  
Containing a powerful retinoid cocktail that works to reverse fine lines and sun damage, this concentrated formula changes skin’s texture over time. $105, dermalogica.com

**Antioxidant age-proofers**

**Priori CoffeeBerry Radiance Eye Serum**  
Wake up your eyes with this lightweight CoffeeBerry serum, an all-natural formula designed to fight wrinkle-causing free radicals. $90, at aesthetic clinics and spas

**Revaleskin Replenishing Eye Therapy**  
This delivers a high concentration of CoffeeBerry, the super-potent antioxidant shown to minimize fine lines, while deflating under-eye bags. $93, revaleskin.com

**Origins Starting Over age-erasing cream**  
Mimosa extract triggers the production of natural collagen, which acts to reduce eyelid creases and correct crow’s feet. $53, at The Bay

**GROWTH SERUMS**

Science has also stepped up with the advent of eyelash growth products, available both in Rx and over-the-counter (OTC) options.

**THE RX SOLUTION**

**Latisse** ($150 for a one-month supply) is Canada’s only prescription eyelash growth product. It’s applied once daily to the base of the upper eyelid margin, similar to eyeliner. Lashes grow gradually over time, with most people beginning to see longer lashes in about eight weeks, with full growth at 16 weeks. It’s applied at home, before bed, with a sterile, single-use-per-eye applicator brush. Although the precise mechanism of action is not entirely understood, eyelash growth is thought to occur by increasing the duration of the growth phase of the hair cycle. Increased thickness/fullness is believed to result from extending the anagen phase, and the darkening occurs through stimulation of pigment formation in the hair follicles. The overall effect is increased length, thickness and darkness of eyelashes.

**Risks are minimal. During trials, less than four per cent of clinical patients reported the most common symptoms: itchy, red or dry eyes.**

**THE OTC SOLUTION**

For those wanting an OTC remedy, Dermaglow Lash Enhance ($65, at drugstores) is one option. The product uses a boosting complex of lipo-oligopeptides that stimulate keratin genes (keratin, being the key structural component of hair).

Clinical trials on the product were conducted on 15 subjects ranging from 24- to 82-years-old. Those who used the product once daily showed a 25 per cent increase in eyelash length in four weeks.

“Lashes will definitely be revitalized, nourished, thicker and longer,” says Solen Marie, product developer. “The total life-cycle for eyelashes is three to four months. The anagen stage (the growth phase) last 45 days, so if treated for 30 days, results should theoretically last to the end of the next cycle.”

**Risks are minimal, as the product is paraben-free, hypoallergenic and free of hormone-based ingredients.**
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